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*172 Introduction
The United States, the European Union, and the international community have tried to harmonize patent law for decades.1
Although several treaties have been proposed to harmonize some procedural aspects of patent law, patentable subject matters
continue to remain a major point of contention and a major impediment to harmonization.2 The United States has been on the
forefront of broadening the range of patentable subject matter3 because intellectual property is becoming the most important
asset of the U.S. economy.4 Although foreign patent offices have been wary of following the lead of the United States Patent
& Trademark Office (USPTO), foreign patent offices frequently keep the overarching goals of harmonization in mind when
establishing patent policy.5
*173 A Proposal for a Directive on the Patentability of Computer-Implemented Inventions (hereinafter Proposed Directive)6
was working its way through the European Parliament. It had passed the European Parliament’s first reading, the Competitive
Council had agreed on a “common position,” and the Parliament was preparing for the second reading of the directive.7 All
indications thus far had indicated that the European Union was moving towards harmonization with the United States.
However, Members of the European Parliament (MEPs) from 13 countries had motioned to restart the legislative process on
the Proposed Directive, citing that many recently elected MEPs “did not take part in the initial discussion on the directive.”8
Finally, the Legal Affairs Committee of the European Parliament (JURI)9 voted to have the Commission restart the legislative
process, requiring a new first reading guided by a new rapporteur, Michel Rocard.10 The JURI request was ratified by the
European Parliament, approved without debate by the Conference of President, and passed to the European Commission.11
The European Commission “declined the European Parliament’s request for a restart of the legislative process.”12 Over
protests from several EU Member States and the open source community, *174 the EU Council adopted the software patent
directive.13 Currently, after the EU Council’s adoption of its Common Position on the Directive, the European Parliament has
“three months to reject or amend the proposal,” requiring a majority vote for every rejection or amendment.14
The United States has strongly supported software patents and had even previously threatened to leave harmonization
negotiations regarding the single patent law (SPLT) if subject matter patentability issues are not met.15 Although business
methods would seem a likely subject matter that follows as a result of this Proposed Directive,16 this paper will focus
primarily on the arguments directed to the harmonization of software patent law and whether or not the European Union
should have software patents, rather than argue for specific provisions or wording of an EU Directive.
Historically, the argument against computer software patents was that programs were algorithms or mathematical formulas
and not patentable subject matter, thus not even discussing the real issue of whether software patents promote innovation.17
After the U.S. courts shifted their viewpoint, the primary arguments, particularly those currently voiced by open source
supporters contesting the EU Directive, are that software patents do not promote but rather inhibit innovation.18 Opponents of
software patents argue that copyright protection is enough for software *175 and that innovation is plentiful in the software
industry, citing the open source movement as an example.19
This paper will argue the case for computer software patents by surveying the current landscape of computer software
protection in the European Union and the United States and discussing the harmonization efforts of the European Union

through its new directive. This paper will also describe characteristics of the software industry and the open source
movement. Given the nature of the software industry, this paper will argue that software patents fulfill the goals of patent
policy of promoting innovation. Also, due to the potential instability of an open source regime, rather than abolish software
patents, this paper argues that software patents and open source should continue to work together harmoniously to promote
innovation in the industry, as the case has been for the past decade.
I. The Current State of Law in Intellectual Property Protection for Computer Software
A. United States Approach
The computer industry is one of the largest industries in the United States,20 and lawsuits concerning software patents are
fought with increasingly high stakes.21 The United States primarily employs two methods of legal protection: copyright and
patents.22
1. Copyright Protection
Even before the Copyright Act was amended in 1976, the Copyright Office accepted computer programs as literary works.23
The National Commission on *176 New Technological Uses of Copyrighted Works (CONTU),24 which Congress had
established, concluded that copyright should protect software, but it did not necessarily preclude a patent regime.25 Copyright
law only protects expression, thus the literal code of a computer program is protectable but the underlying ideas are not.26
Several copyright cases have tried to define the boundaries of copyright protection while struggling with the idea-expression
dichotomy embodied by 17 U.S.C. § 102(b).27 In Apple Computer, Inc. v. Franklin Computer Corp., the Third Circuit
extended copyright protection from the source code to the compiled object code, thus protecting the code regardless of the
medium in which it is fixed.28 In Whelan Associates v. Jaslow Dental Laboratory, the Third Circuit protected the essence of
the computer program’s functionality by recognizing non-literal elements of a computer program.29 It held that copyright
protection of computer software extended beyond literal code to a program’s “structure, sequence, and organization.”30
More recently, the Second Circuit in Computer Associates International, Inc. v. Altai, Inc. criticized the Whelan court for its
mischaracterization of software embodying an idea as a whole rather than a program consisting of many subroutines, each
consisting of an “idea.”31 The Altai court then put forth its own rule of “abstraction-filtration-comparison.”32 Most circuits
have subsequently adopted the Altai *177 formulation, which academics contend has severely limited the availability of
copyright protection for computer software.33 The First Circuit in Lotus Development Corp. v. Borland International, Inc.
concluded that the software user interface, in particular the command menu hierarchy of the Lotus 1-2-3 spreadsheet
program, was a “method of operation” and not copyrightable subject matter.34 The holdings of Altai and Lotus narrowly allow
copyright to “protect little more than the exact copying of software code.”35 However, despite its limitation on copyright
protection of computer software, the Altai court made these decisions in light of the awareness of patents as an alternative
protection regime.36 They also noted that copyright is “not ideally suited to deal with . . . computer science.”37 Ultimately,
courts have narrowed the availability of copyright to protect much of anything past the pure expression of the idea. However,
they legitimized the need for a form of protection for computer software that exceeded the mere literal elements to protect the
functions and ideas.
2. Patent Protection
Like in copyright law, the acceptance of computer software as an appropriate subject matter was gradual in patent law. U.S.
courts had long been torn regarding the expression and idea aspects of software.38 Even in Apple Computer, the court *178
deflected an attack on operating systems as “methods” inappropriate for copyright protection by stating that Apple was not
seeking to protect the method but rather the copyrighted source code “instructions.”39 The court then acknowledged that the
functionality of the program, if it were to be protected, would be under patent law, which at the time was an unresolved issue
under prior Supreme Court holdings.40
Under Diamond v. Diehr,41 the Supreme Court “expressly held for the first time that . . . an invention was not necessarily
unpatentable simply because it utilized software.”42 This decision went against a line of cases that had denied patents for
computer software.43 The Diehr patent application claimed a process for molding synthetic rubber using a computer to

constantly measure the temperature inside the mold so as to recalculate the cure time by means of the Arrhenius equation.44
Diehr was distinguished from its previous holdings because those cases held that “an algorithm, or mathematical formula, is
like a law of nature, which cannot be the subject of a patent,” whereas the Diehr application was for a process of curing
rubber which incorporated the use of a computer.45
Other cases solidified the position that computer software was patentable by further distinguishing mathematical equations
from patentable subject matter. In In re Alappat,46 the court found the applicant’s invention to be patentable.47 Alappat’s
invention used anti-aliasing techniques to create a smooth waveform display in a digital oscilloscope.48 The Federal Circuit
stated that while many elements of the *179 invention performed mathematical functions, the claimed invention as a whole is
directed to a combination of interrelated elements which combine to form a machine for converting discrete waveform data
samples into anti-aliased pixel illumination intensity data to be displayed on a display means. This is not a disembodied
mathematical concept which may be characterized as an “abstract idea,” but rather a specific machine to produce a useful,
concrete, and tangible result.49
The court stated that computer software was patentable so long as it meets the statutory patent law requirements of Title 35.50
The concession by the courts to grant patents for a computer program in conjunction with a process indicated the Federal
Circuit’s full-fledged allowance of computer applications.51 Despite the belief that the State Street Bank52 holding sets a
precedent that acceptance of software patents would inevitably result in allowing business method patents, the European
Union does not support this trend.53 Also, the arguments in this paper will focus solely on software patents.
*180 B. Intellectual Property Law of the European Community54
Differences in national legal protection have negative and disruptive effects on innovation in particular technological growth
areas for the European Community.55 For this reason, the European Community has an increasing drive to become involved
in the harmonization of intellectual property laws. The European Union is in a unique position regarding patent law because
its internal harmonization efforts affect many countries.56 In 1978, the European Patent Convention (EPC) substantially
harmonized patent prosecution within the European Union and established the European Patent Office (EPO)57 as a central
office to receive and examine patent applications.58 The driving force behind the EPC was a “pragmatic response to the need
for industry and commerce to reduce the cost of securing patent protection across national boundaries within Europe.”59
*181 Unlike the USPTO, the EPO is an agency that solely handles patent applications.60 All applications that are made to a
national office are eventually transmitted to the EPO for review, but infringement and revocation proceedings are left to the
national courts.61 Although an EPO patent attributes the same bundle of rights as that of a patent granted by the national office
of a Member State,62 the individual nations can still confer their own separate patent rights.63 Hence, a patent granted by the
EPO provides a patentee with a means to initiate an action; however, the validity and value of the patent is determined by
national courts. While EPO Board decisions provide persuasive authority, national courts are bound by their own legal
precedents, even if they create dissonance in EPC interpretation.64 This raises concerns that national courts who do not
uniformly interpret substantive patent law matters will negate the EPO’s efforts of harmonization and efficiency.65
The goal of the EPC is to provide a means for efficiently granting the bundle of rights associated with patents.66 This
necessitates significant harmonization of the largely disjointed approaches to substantive patent law, particularly in the area
of patentability.67 The EPC specifically delineates subject matter that shall not be regarded as inventions, in particular, “rules
and methods for performing mental acts, playing games or doing business, and programs for computers,”68 and these
provisions are excluded to the extent that a European patent relates to such subject matter “as such.”69 While the EPO has
expressed its viewpoints on this matter, there is indication that Member States are leaning towards diverging interpretations.
The European Parliament has chosen to rectify the confusion with a Proposed Directive on the Patentability of
Computer-Implemented Inventions, discussed later in *182 the paper.70 While the EPO has already granted 30,000 computer
program or business method-related inventions since 1986,71 the passage of the Proposed Directive will not only maintain the
status quo but will also strengthen the acceptance of patents for computer software patents in national courts.
1. Copyright Protection
The European Community had chosen copyright as the main method of protection of computer programs through the Council
Directive on the Legal Protection of Computer Programs.72 Computer programs are protected as literary works within the
meaning of the Berne Convention.73 Copyright protects a “computer program” expressed “in any form,” including

“preparatory design work leading to the development” of the computer program.74 The Directive makes it clear that it shall
apply only to the “expression” of a computer program, as is typical of copyright law, and not to “[i]deas and principles which
underlie any element of a computer program, including those which underlie its interfaces.”75
2. Patent Protection
EPO cases have clarified the exclusion of subject matter regarding computer programs. In VICOM/Computer-related
invention76 the Board of Appeals considered the patentability of a “method of digitally processing images” using certain
mathematical algorithms77 “which can be carried out on a conventional general *183 purpose computer.”78 Under EPC art.
52(2)(c) and (3), a computer program is excluded as subject matter “as such,” but this was interpreted by the Board not to
exclude claims directed to a technical process carried out by a computer program.79 The Board of Appeals declared that the
novel technical feature80 existed in the claims because the invention “confers a technical benefit, namely a substantial increase
in processing speed compared with the prior art.”81 The Board stated that the process of digital filtering consisted of “physical
manipulation of electrical signals.”82 The Board also stated that “even if the idea underlying an invention may be considered
to reside in a mathematical method a claim directed to a technical process in which the method is used does not seek
protection for the mathematical method”; rather, if the claims outline the “technical means for carrying out the functions,”
then the conditions for declaring the “technical features” of the invention are met.83 In other words, if a computer is used in
conjunction with or applied to a process within the subject matter of patentability, then the claimed invention is patentable.84
These holdings have been reiterated in other cases since VICOM. The Technical Board of Appeals in IBM/Computer
Programs considered the patentability of claims directed towards: (1) a computer program directly loadable into internal
memory; and (2) a computer program stored on a computer usable medium.85 The Board again gave a narrow reading of EPC
art. 52(2), stating that the “legislators *184 did not want to exclude from patentability all programs for computers . . . . [T]he
fact that only patent applications relating to programs for computers as such are excluded from patentability means that
patentability may be allowed for patent applications relating to programs for computers where the latter are not considered to
be programs for computers as such.”86 Computer programs must have a technical character to be patentable.87 Technical
character was defined by the Board as requiring a “technical effect” which is “achieved by the internal functioning of a
computer . . . under the influence of [a] . . . program.”88 The current EPO Guidelines for Examination reflect the EPO
holdings and state that while computer programs are excluded as such from EPC art. 52, software is not excluded subject
matter if it has a “technical character” by bringing about a “further technical effect.”89 Despite these holdings from the Board
and the Guidelines of the EPO, “the existence of different legal traditions” have caused some divergences in the
interpretation of the development of software patent law and necessitated a directive to harmonize the laws.90
3. Proposed Directive on the Patentability of Computer-Implemented Inventions
The most recent development in Europe which has caused the issue of software patents to flare up on the international realm
was the proposal for a Directive on the patentability of computer-implemented inventions (hereinafter “Proposed
Directive”).91 Article 2 defines “computer-implemented invention” as an invention realized “wholly or partly” by means of
computer programs.92 Article 4 reaffirms many of the EPC statutory requirements and EPO Board’s holdings which require
*185 that software patents contain an inventive step and make a technical contribution.93 Article 5 allows product claims in
conformance with Article 27(1) of the Trade Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS) agreement.94 Article 6
ensures that decompilation and interoperability provisions of Directive 91/250 EC are not affected by patent protection.95 The
Proposed Directive does not otherwise affect the normal patentability requirements in the EPC. Labour MEP Arlene
McCarthy, the Rapporteur for the Proposed Directive, asserts that without the Directive there will be further confusion and
uncertainty regarding the availability of software patents.96 Though the legislative process for the Directive is on course,
opposition is still strong and the ultimate result of the Directive is unclear. However, as this paper will argue the Directive
should ultimately be approved as software patents can harmonize the international patent doctrine necessary to create a
standard for national courts to abide by.
II. The Computer Software Industry and the Open Source Movement
A. What is the Software Industry?97
The software industry traditionally consists of companies that make applications, Internet services, and so forth. However,

the number of companies that would actually be affected by a potential ban on software patents is a greater number because
today software is an integral component to most electrical devices. In these cases, the value of software is in determining its
ability to enhance the sale of the core product. For example, if a consumer buys a car, software is an integral component, but
the company sells and advertises its cars, not its software. On the other hand, the open source industry does not sell software
and is therefore unaffected by a software patent ban, as will be explained in the characterization of the open source movement
below. The traditional software industry has several key characteristics that may be taken into account when determining the
best form of intellectual property protection.98
*186 1. Market Position Created by Standards or “Network effects”
Due to the complex nature of computer software, successful companies typically have a large user base that is accustomed to
interfacing with its products. Market dominance in the software industry is a result of users becoming accustomed to a certain
standard99 or a large population of users in an enclosed system that entices users to join the network.100 For example, many
users may prefer Microsoft’s Office suite over Corel’s WordPerfect suite because they are familiar with the product and also
because Microsoft has a significant market share in this area.101 Many users are accustomed to working in a certain file format
or software interface. An example of the impact of network effects are large social networks such as Friendster.com, online
auction sites such as Ebay.com, or instant messaging programs such as AIM, which proliferate because users are “locked in”
due to the overwhelming de facto standardization of these programs.102
Although interfaces and standards are particularly easy to replicate,103 a lead time can provide the necessary network effect to
gain market share.104 New users, if choosing between two similar interfaces, will choose the program that has a larger network
of users.105 In theory, a company that enters a market first is able to build a large user base, such that when a new program is
introduced into the market, the first company is already entrenched in the market. Furthermore, once users are accustomed to
one version of software, they are more likely to buy the next generation of software because they already understand the
product’s features and *187 interface.106 Therefore, patents on popular standards, which are needed for interoperability, can
provide broad monopoly power and a strong bargaining position.107
The worry of some economists is that providing one supplier with a monopolistic lead produces a “tipping” effect where the
lead is cumulative and difficult to counteract, leading to antitrust concerns.108 On the other hand, due to the nature of the
industry, there are various factors to counteract a tipping effect to create a level playing field. The computer software field
has developed a “patent thicket,” a “dense web of overlapping intellectual property rights that a company must hack its way
through in order to actually commercialize new technology.”109 A firm with a software patent will not be able to gain a
complete monopoly because it will also have to deal with cross-licenses, patent pools, and standard setting issues in its
technologies that overlap with patent portfolios of other firms.110
2. Innovation is Rapid and Incremental
The software industry evolves through frequent but incremental innovations.111 Change is so rapid that “entire product life
cycles sometimes pass before patents can be issued.”112 However, it can be argued that this characteristic is no different than
many other industries.113 The confusion or appearance that software has comparatively rapid changes is largely due to the lack
of breakthrough technologies versus incremental improvements of existing technologies.114 Critics of software patents argue
that “software innovation comes from programmers solving *188 problems while developing software, not from projects
whose specific purpose is to make inventions and obtain patents.”115 Because of this “research” process, programmers “throw
away more ‘inventions’ each week than other people develop in a year.”116 Though innovations are copied and imitated
quickly, this may in fact be a reason to have software patents as opposed to not having them. Startups or smaller companies
with fewer resources would find it necessary to have patent protection in order to enter a market filled with larger
competitors. If network effects have a strong impact, then patents would be necessary to cordon off a particularly innovative
technology which would give another company time to create market branding and woo customers over to its own product.
B. What Is “Computer Software” ?
Software is generally defined as “a set of statements or instructions which is capable of causing a machine, having
information processing capabilities (a computer), to perform a set of functions to achieve a result.”117 Software frequently
consists of the “automation of known tasks,”118 for example, word processing as an extension for paper. However, the
automation of a known task should not be a prima facie indication of a lack of technical contribution to the art because the

implementation and paradigm required for automation are often innovations that can be worthy of protection.
The value of programs is in their compilations of various algorithms to produce a useful behavior.119 Programs are advertised
for their features and not for the textual source code that provides those features.120 A computer program has an overarching
functionality; however, the building blocks that programmers use to build a program to achieve functionality consist of
modular subroutines.121 In many *189 industries “innovation lies in finding parts that construct a more valuable whole. While
originality has merit, the true value lies in packaging. How the individual pieces are assembled into a whole is more
important than the pieces themselves.”122 Most software products have a core functionality that is well-known, but the selling
points are the features, possibly novel and patented ideas, that are added to each new version.
Although the costs to develop a computer program are low, the bulk of the value of a program is not in the literal elements of
the code but rather the underlying ideas.123 However, due to the nature of software, the research and programming are often
intertwined, and therefore costs of research may often be attributed to costs of programming and vice versa. Although there
may be less fixed costs in software development, such as manufacturing and distribution, competitiveness in the software
industry largely depends on intellectual capital, such as software designers, programmers, and programming man-hours.
Courts recognize that the “expense and difficulty in creating computer programs is attributable to the development of the
structure and logic of the program, and to debugging, documentation and maintenance.”124 Intellectual capital can be costly
and is a determinant factor in the speed to enter a market and to remain dominant by continuously updating software with
new features.125
C. The Open Source Movement
The open source movement consists of two groups working together:126 (1) the programmers who write parts of the software,
and (2) the companies that service the software, that provide the commercial component to the open source movement.127 The
open source industry’s marketable aspect is the service and support and not the actual open source software. Professor
Benkler calls open source *190 the “commons-based peer production,” a growing movement where software is licensed so
that any programmer can modify the source code freely, so long as the modifications are kept in the public domain.128 The
most ubiquitous open source license was that created by Richard Stallman129 of the Free Software Foundation (FSF), who
believed that patents were damaging to the industry.130 He created the GNU (GNU’s Not Unix) General Public License
(GPL),131 and from there the open source movement took shape with new open source software, such as GNU/Linux,132 as
well as various forms of open source licenses.133
Quite often, open source software is “free,”134 and if it is sold, it is often a variant sold in conjunction with a service.135 The
obvious question to ask is what incentive is there for a programmer to invest his time in contributing to open source projects?
Professors Lerner and Tirole have theorized that programmers are rewarded by a “signaling incentive,”136 which is further
divided into career concern137 *191 and ego gratification incentives.138 Signaling incentives induce high motivation to produce
quality work due to peer review and recognition by outsiders.139
The open source community is a strong opponent to the Proposed Directive in Europe,140 and open source groups have raised
a litany of concerns regarding software patents’ effects on the industry and particularly on open source development. The
European Commission has compiled the consultations on the Proposed Directive in a report listing the reasons why software
patents should not be granted, in order of frequency mentioned: patents favor large organizations, patents are anti open
source, philosophical objections,141 software is different from other technologies, software patents provide a high risk of
inadvertent infringement, copyright is adequate protection, software patents are generally unnecessary, there is a low quality
of software patents, patents result in increased product costs, there is abusive use of software patents, and software patents are
a threat to interoperability and standards.142 The open source community wants a complete ban of software patents.143 The
focus of the arguments below will be on software patent effects on large versus smaller companies, not only because this is
one of the largest concerns voiced in the European Commission report but also because it relates most to innovation. The
effect of software patent must be viewed from a viewpoint of innovation, rather than on arguments based on cost issues144 or
quality of examination issues,145 because a primary goal of patent law is to provide incentives to innovate.
*192 III. The Case for Computer Software Patents
The CONTU Software Subcommittee in 1978146 and the USPTO in 1994147 held hearings on the patentability of software. At

both hearings, opponents contested allowing software patents, and today, similar sentiments are being expressed regarding
the current Proposed Directive in Europe.148 Interestingly enough, many of the arguments have not changed, nor has the
makeup of the proponents and opponents. The major proponents for software patents are large corporations, start-up
companies that believe patents can help them receive seed money, and patent attorneys.149 The major opponents in the past
were individual computer programmers.150 Surprisingly, the proportion of small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) in
Europe that support and oppose software patents is approximately equal.151 In addition, the open source group, which was not
as visible a decade ago, has become one of the loudest voices against software patents.152
A. Copyrights Versus Patents
When open source advocates assert that software should not be patentable, an inevitable question to ask is whether copyright
protection alone is adequate to protect computer software. As early as 1977, CONTU recognized that copyright protection
was inadequate because of the dual nature of a computer program--the source code not only provides the directions for the
work, it actually performs the work as well.153 The Trade Mark, Patents and Designs Federation (TMPDF) asserts *193 that it
is possible for software to be protected by both copyrights and patents, just as many mechanical products are protected by
both design rights and patents.154
In the software industry, the software product has two values: the source code text and the ideas. However, as stated earlier,
the bulk of the value of a program is in the ideas and not the source code.155 Once a software product has been successfully
commercialized, competitors or open source groups could easily free-ride on the research invested in the application
development. For example, the pharmaceutical industry is frequently cited as an example where patent protection effectively
serves the goal of protecting companies from the risk of investing in innovation.156 Due to the great costs of pharmaceutical
research, brand-name companies view patents as essential to prevent free-riding and to recoup their investments.157 Because
the value of programs are in the ideas (protected by patents) and not the expression (protected by copyrights), copyright law,
at least in its current state in the United States and European Union, would not be an adequate medium of protection for
software.158
In fact, a lawsuit was recently filed in the United States that would further complicate software copyright law.159 The
complaint states that U.S. copyright law is unconstitutionally vague in defining what parts of computer programs are freely
available ideas.160 The complaint also asserts that copyright case law, which for years has struggled to define the boundaries
of the idea-expression dichotomy of software, has not cured this vagueness.161 While the lawsuit is in the early stages, the
resulting decision could have a significant impact on software patents because a *194 finding for the plaintiff would leave
patents as the only source of statutory protection for software in the United States.162
B. Software Versus Open Source to Promote Innovation
Given that copyright law alone would not adequately protect software, the next question to answer is whether the open source
movement would adequately replace patents and promote innovation in the software industry.
1. Do Software Patents Fulfill the Goals of Patent Law?
i) Purpose of Patent Protection
Patents are largely a tradeoff between society’s grant of a monopoly to an inventor in return for disclosure of new ideas.163
With regard to software, disclosure is a secondary concern because of today’s rate of technological progress and ease of
reverse engineering. Another primary purpose of patents, particularly in the United States, is to promote innovation by
providing incentives, but not awards.164 The idea that incentives, rather than rewards, are the driving force behind innovation
has been repeated in U.S. courts regarding both copyright165 and patents.166 Most international legal systems provide
incentives to innovate167 by granting a “right to exclude competitors” hopefully justifying the “risk involved in investing in
research *195 and development.”168 A monopoly, normally viewed as anti-competitive, is readily given to novel innovations
because, in theory, a monopoly would be limiting usage of an idea that would never have been created or disclosed
otherwise.169
ii) Considerations Balanced by the Patent System

With the general difficulty in searching for prior art or hiring skilled patent examiners in most patent offices, computer
software is more susceptible to some of the dangers of patent protection. Obvious software patents can harm competition,170
stifle innovation,171 increase transaction costs due to unjustified licensing,172 increase costs in programming around the
technology,173 or cause companies to migrate to a completely different standard, thus disrupting interoperability within the
industry.174 It is important that patent offices do not grant patents to obvious patents, but no system is perfect and laws must
balance whether to tilt in favor of granting a monopoly to a potentially obvious patent, or to risk less innovation in subject
matter areas that are not given protection. A fitting analogy is that just as “automobile brakes . . . permit motorists to drive
with greater speed,” patents are brakes that inventors can apply but which encourage them to accelerate the progress of
technology and the economic system as a whole.175
2. Large Companies Utilize Software Patents to Promote Innovation
Due to the minimal amount of capital required for software development, large research labs are not required for innovation
to occur. Rather, there can arguably be a larger amount of “basement” inventors in the software field, thus not requiring
patents for innovation. Although there is a subset of inventors that are willing to innovate and give their works to the public
domain, the software industry as a whole, however, may need the contributions of larger research venues and those venues
will surely require the investment protection that patents provide.
*196 A significant amount of software research is still conducted by traditional venues, such as large companies and
universities. For example, Google, a web search company, was started by two Stanford University graduate students,176 and
the company went on to develop the now patented PageRank™ system for ranking web pages.177 In areas such as web
searching, there can be targeted research and development, as exhibited by Microsoft, Yahoo, and Google’s concerted efforts
to compete in and patent search technology, and, in fact, the patent wars have encouraged those companies to prolifically
publish academic papers to be used as prior art.178 Open source programmers oppose patents because they envision software
patentees to be programmers that patent permutations of old algorithms and flooding the patent thicket with obvious patents.
However, software research and development, like in any other industry, requires funding by companies or to universities,
and without an indication of return on investment or preventing others from pirating ideas, there would be less incentive to
fund new technologies.
In addition, large companies are efficiently structured to capitalize on an invention and to use patents to fund research to
promote innovation. Economist Joseph A. Schumpeter emphasizes the importance of the second and third stages of
technological change in order to capitalize on an invention.179 For every $1 spent on basic research during the invention stage,
$100 would be spent on development in the innovation stage, and $1000 is spent on commercialization during the diffusion
stage. Therefore, while most software programmers may be able to spend the first dollar, most fail to capitalize on the rest of
the process. The cost to bring a completely new product to market is extremely costly and often few companies or open
source groups are motivated to undergo this process. Rather, many programmers re-code the ideas of already-developed
programs.180 The less resources a *197 company has to spend, the less inclined they will be to divert money on support for
inventions outside their core markets.181 Large companies with more resources can take risks on basic research funding for
inventions in potentially unprofitable new fields because if successful, they would not only have the resources to bring a
product through the developmental stages and to a market, but patents also provide the assurance that their ideas would not
be taken.
One concern in an industry where network effects create strong market positions is that large stable companies may not need
to innovate. However, unless a completely monopoly exists, large software companies can still be particularly motivated to
innovate. For example, Microsoft is aware that its “biggest competitor is [its] installed base . . . . ‘[Consumers] can sit on the
existing [products]--that’s a perfectly legitimate choice.”’182 In fact, a study released at the end of 2003 showed that only
6.6% of business machines had the most current version of Windows installed.183 Therefore, if Microsoft is to break this lull
in sales, it will be required to not only innovate on old products, but invent new ones. In the 1950’s, Machlup observed that
“the largest research laboratories are in fact maintained by corporations with the strongest patent positions and with high and
stable earnings.”184 Even today, CHI Research found that the companies with the most “highly cited” patents were also the
best performers on the S&P 500 index.185 As a result of patent protection, large companies do have the incentive to “invent”
and “innovate” to create novel and useful ideas.
3. Software Patents are Beneficial to Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises (SMEs)

SMEs and individuals are understandably worried that avoiding patent infringement would be a significant cost in
comparison to the cost of developing the software product itself. A major opponent of the EU Proposed Directive believes
that SMEs would be burdened with legal costs incurred for every software project to determine patent infringement, licensing
costs, and their own establishment of a patent portfolio.186 However, according to the TMPDF, there is no evidence that *198
SMEs would be at a disproportionate disadvantage, and, in fact, “patents are much more likely to be asserted against larger
companies, given their greater financial exposure.”187 Large firms typically cross-license with each other at no cost because
they have equally large patent portfolios.188 The patent race is similar to a nuclear arms race where large firms will cooperate
in cross-licensing in order to prevent Mutual Assured Destruction (MAD).189 Although SMEs with smaller patent portfolios
would be in a disadvantageous bargaining position, large corporations, even those with significantly large patent portfolios,
cannot deter non-practicing entities (NPEs) with a MAD scenario.190 A NPE would not be at risk of being sued because they
would be outside the industry while still able to enforce their patent portfolios against a larger company. Therefore, large
corporations should be willing to find fair licensing terms to ensure that SMEs are not pushed into becoming NPEs.
Moreover, a patent-granted monopoly provides SMEs with the incentive to innovate and compete with larger companies. The
market position in the software industry is built on network effects, and a monopoly system would provide a perspective
SME the lead time to make up for the difference in intellectual capital. Hypothetically assume that it would take 100,000
programming man-hours to create a software innovation to bring to market. Furthermore, assume an SME could only afford
to allocate ten programmers to this hypothetical software product. Therefore, bringing this innovative product to market
would require approximately a year. When this company releases its first product it will try and gather a network of users. In
the meantime, a large company of Microsoft’s stature and resources could take the innovative idea, add it onto their existing
code base, release it with its own product or add it onto its Office Suite, and leverage their existing market position and user
network. There would be no chance for the SME to survive, nor would there be an incentive for a venture capitalist to invest
any money in the SME. Therefore, SMEs benefit greatly from patents because any “technological lead held by that SME is
vulnerable to the superior resources of a larger company.”191 In fact, the study commissioned by the European Commission
stated:
*199 It is clear that at least in the early stages of the growth of computer program related industries there
was relatively little use of patents. On the other hand lack of patents will have made it easier for major
players to take ideas of SMEs and independent software developers and market them without recompense
to the originators. There is at least ample anecdotal evidence that this indeed occurred.192 With patents,
SMEs, such as Stac Electronics who won a $120 million judgment against Microsoft,193 can compete
against larger and more resourceful companies. Without a patent system, the SME will have to look to
antitrust or competition laws to protect them from large firms, and this may ultimately require significant
regulatory intrusions in the marketplace.

Furthermore, SMEs which require funding from venture capital also benefit from a patent system. For example, in a recent
survey in the biotech industry, SME survey respondents listed capital access as a significant barrier to advancement194 and
patents were noted to be “essential in providing sufficient incentives for the private sector to raise capital and provide
investment funding for biotech R&D.”195 Similarly, Silicon Valley dotcoms and other software companies have heavily relied
on venture capital while existing as “startups.”196 Venture capitalists recognize patents as potential for novel, marketable
ideas,197 and they often insist that “companies they back have significant, patented inventions that will shield their
investments from competition.”198 A strong patent regime allows investors to infuse the software industry with research and
development capital, particularly by SMEs in need of outside financing.199
*200 4. Dangers of an Open Source System
There is no doubt that the open source movement has created many great projects;200 however, the open source movement is
not without problems that would make it risky as the primary source of innovation or development. When there are
disagreements in the design of an open source project, the result can lead to a splintering of various incompatible programs,
known as “forking” of projects.201 Furthermore, largely because of the lack of signaling incentives, open source programmers
do not perform the less prestigious, but just as important, development tasks such as documentation, design of easy-to-use
interfaces, technical support, and ensuring backwards compatibility.202 Particularly because of the ego gratification incentive
and lack of command hierarchy, open source projects can also exhibit fads where projects are neglected for years while
others attract large numbers of programmers, leading to an “inefficient impact on the allocation of research.”203 Less attractive
projects will either fade with neglect or be maintained by less skilled developers.204 Therefore, companies that decide to rely

on an open source project bear a significant risk. If an open source project fails, a company incurs great losses, as migrating
between programs disrupts day-to-day business.205
As described earlier, the open source commercial industry is that of services and support, and in order to provide stability and
to become an “attractive alternative to corporations,” an open source project requires companies willing to provide support as
Red Hat does with Linux or Pervasive will for PostgreSQL.206 However, a chicken-and-egg problem exists because for a
company to want to provide support, there would need to be an indication that the open source project would be *201 readily
adopted. Therefore, commercial companies provide more stability and accountability than open source companies,
particularly for certain markets, such as desktop software, which have less sophisticated users.
5. Copyright Termination on Open Source Projects
Most open source projects today are relatively young,207 but some scholars speculate that the future possibility of widespread
copyright termination may be the Achilles’ heel of many open source software projects.208 U.S. copyright law permits authors
“to terminate grants of copyright assignments and licenses that were made on or after January 1, 1978 when certain
conditions have been met.”209 The purpose of the section was to substitute section 24 of the 1909 Copyright Act, a provision
that allowed rights to revert to the author at the time of renewal.210 The copyright termination was a method of protecting
authors from unequal bargaining power due to the “impossibility of determining a work’s value until it has been exploited.”211
Thus, the provision was a safeguard “against unremunerative transfers.”212
The copyright termination provision is an unequivocal right of reversion which can neither be waived nor contracted away;213
thus no form of open source license would be able to protect against it. Because termination requires that notice be given,214
projects may be able to rewrite source code of sections that are reverted to the original author; however, for extremely large
projects with multiple contributors there is no telling the kind of havoc that would be created if multiple rights of termination
were initiated. Moreover, if core parts of the project were reverted, it could possibly kill a project making the controversial
SCO lawsuits against various companies a commonplace occurrence.215 While companies such as IBM would be *202 able to
avoid termination rights from their employees because of the exception for works made for hire,216 the underlying open source
project would still be vulnerable, as open source projects are by definition not works for hire. Therefore, in the decades to
come when open source projects become subject to the right of termination, the open source movement may experience a
potentially devastating effect on the collaboration and distributed coding of the open source projects.
IV. Open Source and Patents Existing in Harmony
Open source groups, such as Eurolinux, are the loudest voice against software patents. However, if there is a complete ban of
software patents, and given the current state of copyright law, open source may in fact deter innovation. The open source
movement would then impose its business model on the software industry, from that of software creation to software
servicing.217 Inventions involving software affect many types of technologies which are “vital European and global industries,
from automotive to telecom to medical systems.”218 An elimination of the protection and incentives software patents would
provide only disadvantage the EU software industry.
Many in the open source community believe that innovation will occur either through competition or through the open source
community’s own innovations.219 However, open source programs are not pervasive, and, in fact, only a few open source
projects are well-known or in widespread commercial use, although the few open source programs that have a lot of support
are extremely popular and already compete on a playing field where software patents exist. For example, even in the United
States, Apache has a 66 percent market share in the Internet web server market220 and Linux is steadily gaining market
share.221 New innovations from the *203 open source community only occur in a few popular software fields where there is
pronounced activity, such as operating systems, databases, and networking.222 However, software patents not only affect
interaction between the commercial software industry and the open source movement, but also interaction within the
commercial software industry. In niche areas where open source groups aren’t large players, the elimination of patents could
mean that innovation would become stagnant or significantly decrease as companies start to appropriate each other’s ideas.
Therefore, both sides of the debate must analyze the breadth of the impact that open source projects truly have on the
software industry.
The fact that many open source projects offer free replacements of commercial products223 implies that many open source
projects do indeed take the ideas and functionality of their commercial predecessors. Would the open source community have

had the impetus to create Linux without Unix, to create GIMP without PhotoShop, to create OpenSQL without SQL, or to
create MythTV without TiVo? It is quite possible that the impetus of open source programmers is not so much a drive to
innovate in a particular software niche, but rather that they want to provide a free version of an already existing software.
Open source projects should be able to provide an alternative, but innovations by commercial software companies may still
deserve to receive the proper protection that software patents provide.
The commercial software and open source industries provide different benefits to the consumer.224 There is no question that
the open source community has created foundational programs for the Internet or other software programs that are even used
by commercial companies.225 In addition, the open source movement not only provides an alternative to commercial products,
but also produces programs that would not have been created as a commercial product.226 On the other hand, while open
source projects are geared to the more sophisticated technological elite, *204 commercial products provide features typically
geared towards the “most ignorant” users, which inevitably are a larger portion of the public.227 Commercial software is
targeted towards a larger set of society than open source. Although areas like operating systems, programming languages or
interpreters, web servers, and so forth may be able to frequently attract open source programmers, commercial companies are
often needed to fill the gaps in areas such as billing software which is a “staple for business but boring and unchallenging for
hackers.”228 Commercial software is more user-friendly, and buying software also provides a sense of accountability. For
example, a recent study showed that Microsoft fixed its security holes the quickest while also being usable for relatively
unsophisticated administrators.229 Furthermore, there is an assortment of proprietary codecs, plugins, and tools that open
source would simply not be able to replace, such as Macromedia Flash or Real Networks’ RealMedia files.230 An open source
advocate such as Richard Stallman would simply argue not to use those programs;231 however, denying the adoption of
standards or tools simply because they are proprietary does not seem to be an innovation-promoting stance. In addition, some
commercial tools, such as Macromedia’s suite of Web creation tools, may be considered better than open source
alternatives,232 and a patent system would continue to provide incentives to those private companies to continue development
of their tools and standards without the worry of stolen ideas.
Commercial companies also lend credence to the acceptance of open source software. IBM, the leader in computer software
patents, also heavily invests and integrates Linux into its solutions, such as selling a Linux-only mainframe.233 IBM’s support
of Linux has allayed the fears of companies’ concern of continued development, and this opened the potential customer base
for Linux.234 The TMPDF believes that:
*205 In practice a company often has a choice for any given project between investing in its own R+D,
and retaining IP rights, and utilising (and enhancing) existing Open Source code, which saves R+D
expense, but surrenders IP rights. Which option is taken depends upon the particular commercial
circumstances, but it is vital that industry is free to continue making this choice (particularly for SMEs).235
Commercial firms may use open source for some solutions and patented software for others, but both
methods should be available to companies in order for them to make the best business decisions that will
allow them to compete in the software industry.

As open source projects are embraced by the commercial software industry, there may be a trend to collectively pool patents
to at least allow open source developers to freely use their ideas. Similar to Red Hat Linux, IBM recently announced that it
would allow open source developers to freely use 500 software patents,236 and Novell has vowed to use its patents to defend
open-source.237 Computer Associates followed this lead by pledging part of its patent portolio for open source use.238 Perhaps
as the open source movement grows, the open source community will amass a collective portfolio to counteract the portfolio
of larger companies and be able to effectively participate in the patent arms race.
Conclusion
The arguments against computer software patents have not been tenable in the past, and many of the attacks by open source
groups do not justify thwarting harmonization efforts by the European Union. To determine if software patents should exist,
one must balance the incentive to innovate that software patents provide versus the frequency with which potentially obvious
software patents may arise. Software patents serve to provide incentives for large companies, but they also serve to protect
the innovations of SMEs. Furthermore, software patents have and can continue to exist in harmony with open source. The
attacks against software *206 patents are partially masked attacks against patent offices granting obvious patents; however,
with the ongoing debate regarding software and business methods, the USPTO is making progress towards improving the
quality of examination and issuance of patents in new subject matters.239 Rather than eliminating patents as a medium of

protection, efforts should be focused on a better system and higher standards of examination to assure that only truly novel
patents are being granted.240
Without a patent system, the software industry would have to rely on the open source movement to provide innovation.241 The
open source community may not be ideally suited to provide innovation. Nevertheless, although computer software patents
can protect and help the software industry, open source still provides a good counterbalance to market dominant companies.
For example, Linux’s insurgence into the software operating system market is forcing Microsoft to innovate even more.
While Microsoft spends $6 billion a year in research and development, it faces the risk of losing ground in its protected
market.242 Tech industry observers believe that “Microsoft may need to put more focus on creating something altogether
new.”243 Companies are also able to combine the best of both worlds. For example, though Sun Microsystems announced that
it would make its Solaris system open source, it also plans on protecting parts of the code with patents,244 although *207 it has
offered 1,600 patents for use by the open source community.245 Therefore, patents and open source should and can continue to
co-exist harmoniously as they have done before.
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